Multiple solutions.
Endless possibilities.
With a variety of fabric and finish combinations, Hover
Lite is a versatile solution that complements any space.
And - with a lower price point, its the perfect choice for
the budget-conscious. For more information, or to view
the complete collection, visit us online or contact your
DeskMakers representative.

Hover Lite

Base Options

Type A: single stage leg

Type G: dual stage leg with digital
controller and light grey finish

Base Finishes (Type A bases only)
Standard

Midnight

Asphalt

Heather Grey

Fresh Snow

Premium - 10% up charge (OP-COLOR)

Barn Red

Blood Orange

Hunter

Moss

Sunset

Lemon Yellow

Denim

Deep Ocean
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Sit to stand at the push of a button.
Offering similar features to 2016 Best of Neocon winner Hover,
Hover Lite’s simplified design allows for easier installation

Power and data cables become easily managed and neatly tucked away inside the beam,

at a lower price point.

with 2-1/2" grommets on both ends and access to power from underneath.

The latest innovation in sit
to stand desk solutions.
Simpler, easier to use and comprised
of a lighter footprint, Hover Lite is the
ideal budget-conscious solution when
compared to the current sit/stand desk
alternatives in the industry.

Hover Lite beam options allow for the horizontal routing of power, voice, data and IT/AV wiring from
infeed source to each individual work station, keeping you connected and recharged.
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